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ABSTRACT
To address the need for multiple regulated voltage supplies in electronic devices, this thesis
presents a modeling and design study of a single-inductor, multiple-output (SIMO) DC-DC buck
converter with parallel source transient recovery. This converter would provide substantial cost
and space savings over traditional options for producing multiple supply voltages. Operating in
pseudo-continuous conduction mode (PCCM), it can supply heavy loads while not suffering
from cross-regulation problems. The parallel current source circuitry at each output will greatly
dampen any voltage spikes that may occur due to sudden load changes, thus improving transient
performance. While the entire converter could not be nicely simulated as envisioned, the initial
steps and accomplishments outlined in this thesis show definite promise. The proposed
converter certainly merits further research, as the problems encountered here most likely stem
from implementation and control issues rather than fundamental flaws in the idea.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
As battery-operated portable devices such as mobile phones and music players have
gained popularity, the extension of battery life - and thus the minimization of power
consumption - has become one of the most important design criteria for these devices. In many
of the devices, different circuit modules require different supply voltages, and providing multiple
regulated voltage supplies can greatly reduce the power consumption of such systems. As
outlined in [9], one conventional DC-DC converter implementation for providing Noutput
voltages would be to simply construct Nindependent converters, while another would be to use a
transformer with N secondary windings to distribute energy into the different outputs. However,
the first method of Nindependent converters can violate size and cost constraints, as it requires
many power devices and controllers. Indeed, both methods require Ninductors or transformer
windings, which can be quite bulky and costly since inductors and transformers are typically the
largest off-chip components. The second method of using a transformer also does not allow the
individual outputs to be independently controlled. Often only one output is regulated through
tight closed-loop control, while the other outputs are generated through coupling of the
secondary windings. Serious cross-regulation problems can also occur as a result of leakage
inductance and cross-coupling among windings.
A DC-DC switching converter that uses only one inductor to produce multiple output
voltages is thus highly desirable, since each individual output can be independently regulated
while also minimizing system cost and size. This thesis presents a system-level modeling and
design study of a single-inductor, multiple-output (SIMO) buck converter with parallel source
current injection at each output, which could feature better cross-regulation suppression and
transient voltage recovery than previously proposed SIMO converters. The topology and timing
diagram for such a converter with two outputs is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: SIMO Buck Converter Topology and Timing Diagram
1.2 Pseudo-Continuous Conduction Mode (PCCM)
This converter will ultimately operate in pseudo-continuous conduction mode (PCCM),
meaning the inductor current will fall to, and stay constant at, a DC current level at the end of
each switching cycle. Using a time-multiplexing control strategy similar to those in [6] and [9],
switches S3 and S4 in Figure 1 will channel the inductor current into the appropriate output.
When S3 is closed, a feedback loop will determine the duty cycles at which switches St and S2
must be driven in order to keep vOUTI regulated at the desired level. When the inductor current is
flowing through S2 and falls to a certain level, S2 and S3 open and S5 closes, thereby keeping the
inductor current constant at that level by providing a freewheeling path and holding the voltage
dil
across the inductor to zero (since v L = L L ). Analogous operation occurs when S4 is closed,dt
except the inductor current flows into Output 2.
PCCM combines the advantages of continuous conduction mode (CCM) and
discontinuous conduction mode (DCM), while suffering from neither of their major
disadvantages. In DCM, the inductor current reaches and stays constant at zero at the end of
each switching cycle. Cross-regulation is thus not a problem since each output is isolated, but
the converter cannot support heavy loads. A smaller inductor could be used for heavier loads,
but this would lead to a larger peak inductor current since the inductor current's slope - vL
dt L
A larger current ripple would result, as well, which would lead to a larger voltage ripple since
out = iLRc (where Vout and iL are the AC components of the output voltage and the inductor
current, respectively). A larger filter capacitor could be used to mitigate this large ripple, but this
would lead to a slower transient response. In CCM, the converter can support heavy loads since
the inductor current always stays above zero and is not required to fall to any particular DC level.
However, since the current is nonzero when switching between outputs, the outputs are not
isolated from each other and serious cross-regulation problems can be introduced. The outputs'
duty cycles are interdependent, and a sudden load change at one output may produce a change in
the other output's voltage. If both loads change at the same time, the converter may become
unstable.
In PCCM, however, the inductor current reaches and stays constant at a nonzero current
level (determined by the load requirement) at the end of each switching cycle, with both loads
being disconnected from the inductor during this constant-current stage. For unbalanced loads,
each output can even have a different DC current level, as shown in Figure 2. PCCM can
therefore support much heavier loads than DCM and should be able to solve the cross-regulation
problems of CCM. The current ripple can also be reduced, since a larger inductor can be used in
PCCM converters.
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Figure 2: Inductor Current in PCCM
The authors in [7] and [8] tested the PCCM operational concept in both single- and dual-
output boost converters and verified its aforementioned advantages over CCM and DCM
operation, while also maintaining small output voltage ripples and efficiencies of approximately
89%. The converter presented in this thesis uses a buck topology, not boost, but [7] and [8]
nonetheless illustrate the promise of PCCM operation.
1.3 Parallel Source Transient Recovery
Transient performance has become a significant concern in supplying power to low-
voltage digital systems with dynamic loads because of the fast, high-current load steps in such
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systems. In DC-DC power converters, these transients are primarily caused by the energy stored
in the inductor. A surplus of energy could cause a voltage overshoot upon being transferred to
the load and output capacitor, if the load current requirement decreases. Conversely, a shortage
of energy could lead to a voltage undershoot, if the load suddenly demands more current. A
common solution to this transient problem is to simply increase the output capacitance, either at
the power stage or with a passive output filter. However, this solution decreases the system's
closed-loop bandwidth, and is shown by [12] to produce voltage spikes because of the resonant
loops between the parasitic components of the filter capacitor and the various interconnections
around the power supply.
Active transient suppression techniques are therefore needed and have been examined a
great deal in recent research. Since all energy must pass through the inductor and exit through
the capacitor and load in DC-DC converters, thus creating a performance bottleneck, many
proposed solutions involve bypassing these energy storage elements using additional cofnduction
paths. These paths need only handle transient power, and do not increase the number or size of
energy storage elements. An augmented single-output buck converter topology is suggested in
[11], in which the traditional buck is modified with alternate resistive current routes around both
the inductor and the capacitor. These routes can be connected or disconnected via switches. The
transient performance improvement with this augmentation is measured for several levels of
knowledge about the magnitude and timing of load changes. For the situation in which both the
magnitude and the timing are unknown, the authors use hysteretic voltage thresholds to trigger
the switching of the alternate current paths, which is similar to the control method proposed in
this thesis. The buck converter controlled in this way in [11] had 45% and 31% less peak
undershoot and overshoot, respectively, compared to a normal PI controlled buck for load steps
of magnitude 500. The rise time was also much better. The greater the knowledge that is
available about the magnitude and timing of the load changes, the better the transient
suppression. In practical applications, the magnitude of load changes could be known from prior
measurements, while the timing could be indicated by clock and data signals.
An active clamp scheme in [1] proposes the use of auxiliary capacitors at the output of a
voltage regulator, which would be kept charged at a higher voltage and could deliver in a single-
shot manner the extra charge needed by the load during step-up transients. Conversely, the
clamp could sink excess charge during step-down transients. Different RC networks with
different time constants could be used together in the clamp circuit to closely match the current
needed by the load during a transient. Though auxiliary capacitors would be used in the active
clamp circuit, this solution would actually result in a net decrease in energy storage elements, as
the number and size of decoupling and filter capacitors at the voltage regulator's output would be
significantly reduced. A different active clamp design is presented in [13], which is based upon
the same fundamental idea as the parallel source transient recovery scheme presented in this
thesis. This clamp circuit works in parallel with the output of a switching regulator, behaving as
a linear regulator and either sourcing or sinking current for the load during transients. The
authors in [13] designed and fabricated an integrated circuit that used this active clamp, which
yielded promising results in suppressing transient voltage spikes. This active clamp allows the
use of a smaller output capacitor for the switching regulator, without simultaneously requiring
the regulator's inductor and switching frequency to be designed for extremely fast transient
response.
Similar to the active clamp design in [13], the parallel current sources Qi, Q2, Q3, and Q4
on the outputs in Figure 1 help minimize transient effects during sudden load changes by acting
as linear regulators and sourcing or sinking extra current. When an output voltage goes above a
certain threshold voltage, the bottom source turns on and provides an alternate path for some of
the inductor current. Since the current flowing into the load is decreased, the output voltage falls
back to its steady-state level more quickly. The source does not turn back off until the output
voltage has dropped below a threshold that is lower than the one used to turn it on, as this
hysteretic effect prevents the voltage from simply oscillating back and forth across the original
threshold. Analogous behavior occurs when an output voltage drops below a certain threshold
voltage - the top source turns on and injects additional current into the load.
The parallel sources can thus greatly dampen voltage spikes caused by sudden load
changes. These sources can turn on and off regardless of the states of S3 and S4 - i.e. regardless
of whether or not a particular output is connected to the inductor at the time. And since they
only turn on for short periods of time during transients, the sources will not dissipate much
power and will therefore not have too harmful an effect on the converter's efficiency, so long as
transients are infrequent.
The remainder of this thesis will detail the progress I have made towards achieving the
ultimate goal of a SIMO buck converter operating in PCCM with parallel source transient
recovery. Chapter 2 demonstrates a SIMO buck converter operating in DCM, thus illustrating
our modeling and simulation techniques while exposing the limitations of DCM operation.
Chapter 3 addresses these limitations by exploring PCCM operation, highlighting the progress
made and problems faced thus far. Chapter 4 discusses the implementation of the parallel source
idea in a single-output buck converter, demonstrating its potential usefulness in a multiple-output
converter. Finally, Chapter 5 discusses my conclusions and future work to be done.
Chapter 2
SIMO Buck Converter Operating in DCM
2.1 Mathematical Model
The first step towards the ultimate converter implementation was to design and simulate a
SIMO buck converter operating in DCM, without the parallel sources on the outputs. The circuit
topology and timing diagram are shown in Figure 3 and include resistors that model the parasitic
resistances of the inductor and capacitors.
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circuit state variables (inductor current, output capacitor 1 voltage, and output capacitor 2
voltage) and two ou puts (output voltage 1 and output voltage 2):3 = output capacitor 2 voltage
2 outputs: yr = output voltage 1
2 = output voltage 2
Y2 = output voltage 2
For each different circuit state (i.e. each different combination of switch states), we
define state matrices A, B, and C that are used to determine the values of the state variables and
output voltages for the next cycle, given a control input u. We can then derive a discrete time
model that can be used to simulate the converter's operation:
Define state matrices A, B, and C: dx/dt = Ax + Bu
y = Cx
Model in discrete time (for simulation):
x(n+l) = 4x(n) + Lu(n)
y(n+l) = Cx(n+l)
where 0 = eAT
F = B*(eAT - eA*O)/A
The state matrices used for simulation are shown on the next several pages, one for each
equivalent circuit state in the converter's operation cycle. A time-multiplexing control strategy
is employed, which is similar to those used in [6] and [9]. In State 1, switches Si and S3 are
closed, connecting VmN to the circuit and causing the inductor current to ramp up and flow into
Output 1. In State 2, S1 opens and S2 closes, and the inductor current ramps down as it
freewheels through Output 1 while energy is dissipated in the resistors. In State 3, switches S1,
S2 , S3, and S4 open as the inductor current reaches zero and switch S5 closes, thus keeping the
current constant at zero as defined by its DCM operation. Since state variable xl (inductor
current) is not changing during State 3, the state matrices are simplified and have reduced
dimensions. States 4, 5, and 6 are analogous to the first three, but applied to Output 2 instead of
Output 1.
State 1: Switches S1 and S3 Closed
RRc +R 1RL +RLRcI
L(R, + Rcl )
RI
C,(R, + Rc,)
0
R 1
L(R + Rcl )
1
C,(R, +Rc,)
0
0
0
1
C2(R2 +RC2 )
IRc_ R1 0
+RcI RI + Rc
0 0 R2
R 2 RC2
State 2: Switches S2 and S3 Closed
RRc, +R 1R L +RLRCo
L(RI + Rcl )
R
C,(R, + Rcl)
R 1
L(R +RCl)
1
C(R, +Rc)
0
0
0
1
C2(R2 +RC 2)
1RcI RI
+Rc1 RI +Rcl
0 0
A =
1]
YLIB= 00
B= 0
-0- R 2 +RC 2
State 3: Switch S5 Closed (IL = 0)
1
A = C(R + R cI)
0
B=[
0
0
1
C 2 (Rz2 + RC 2
R,
R, +Rcl
0
R 2 +RC2
State 4: Switches S1 and S4 Closed
R 2Rc2 +R 2RL +RLRC2
L(R 2 + R 2 )
0
' 2
C 2(R 2 +RC 2)
0
1
C, (R, + R,)
0
R 2
L(R 2 + RC2)
0
1
c2 (R2 + RC))
0 R,
R1 + Rci
Rc2 0
YL
B= 0
0
State 5: Switches S2 and S4 Closed
R 2RC2 +R2R L +RLRC2
L(R 2 +Rc 2)
0
R 2
C2(R2 +RC2)
1
C1 (R, + Rcj)
0
R 2
L(R 2 +RC2 )
0
c 2(R2 +RC2
B= 0]
State 6: Switch S5 Closed (IL = 0)
S 1
A = C (R, + Rc, )
0
B =[[0]
0
1
C 2 (R2 + RC2
R1 0
+ Rci
0 R2
R 2 + RC2
I 0
S R 2RC 2
R2+ Rc2
Ri
Ri + Rcl
0
The maximum average load current for DCM operation can be calculated for each load
by studying the boundary between DCM and CCM operation, which is depicted in Figure 4. For
each output, we can calculate:
(Vr -i LpeakRL - VOUT )DT (VIN - VOUT)DT
Lpeak L Lpeak L + RLDT
i LpeakT iLpeak
(iOUT) = OUT = Lpeak peak2T 2
For the circuit parameters listed in Figure 5, and with D1 = 0.5 and D2 = 0.25 being the
average duty cycles at which S1 and S2 are operated for each output, we can determine
approximate maximum average load currents of IOUTI = 70mA and IOUT2 = 53mA. If the loads
demand more current than this, the converter will slip into continuous conduction operation, with
its associated cross-regulation problems.
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2.2 Simulation Results
The SIMO buck converter was simulated in MATLAB using the aforementioned state
space methods, the code for which can be seen in Appendix A. The simulation utilizes PID
control in the feedback loop that determines the duty cycles for switches S, and S2. Figure 5
shows a plot of the two output voltages and the inductor current, as well as a list of the circuit
parameters used. Each output voltage reaches steady state in approximately 40 ts, and theI I
I I
S ii
parameters used. Each output voltage reaches steady state in approximately 40jis, and the
inductor current can be seen to decrease and reach its DCM operating point at about that same
instant. Unfortunately, as calculated in Section 2.1 for DCM operation, the maximum average
load current for each output is only about 50mA for the balanced load case of IouTi = IOUT2. This
weak load-serving capability clearly demonstrates the need for PCCM operation, as most
applications require more current than this. PCCM control of the SIMO converter will be
explored in Chapter 3.
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RcI = RC2 = 50m
fw = 3.2MHz
Figure 5: SIMO Simulation Results and Circuit Parameters
The converter that generated the plots in Figure 5 implemented a correction for an
initialization problem that was encountered. Figure 6 shows the uncorrected simulation results,
in which VOUT2 (since it is the lower output voltage of the two) overshoots a great deal and does
not begin to settle toward steady state until vouT1 has reached its steady state level. This happens
because the inductor current stays fairly high while vour, is ramping up to its steady state
voltage, and this high current gets switched into Output 2 every other cycle. Thus vOUT2 keeps
increasing, with an overshoot of approximately 700mV and a settling time of 140s. The
following correction was therefore implemented: at start-up, after VOUT2 surpasses 95% of VREF2,
all of the inductor current is channeled into Output 1 until vourl reaches VREF1. This eliminates
vOUT2's overshoot and greatly reduces both vouTI's and vOUr2's settling times to about 40gs.
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Figure 6: SIMO Initialization Not Corrected - Initialization Corrected
The SIMO converter's transient performance is also quite good. Figure 7 and Figure 8
show simulation results for load current steps from 50mA to ImA to 50mA, with the transient
voltage spikes having magnitudes between lOmV and 20mV. Unfortunately, a 50mA load
current step is the largest that can be simulated because of the DCM restriction.
Load Cu ent Change from 50mA to 1mA to 50mA First Load Change
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Figure 7: Transient for Load Current Change from 50mA to lmA
Load Current Change from 50mA to ImA to 50mA
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Figure 8: Transient for Load Current Change from ImA to 50mA
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In addition to the preceding simulations performed with L = 1pH and C1 = C2 = 10F, the
converter's performance was also tested for different inductor and capacitor values. Keeping the
inductor value constant at 1 pH, along with current loads of 50OmA for both outputs, the settling
times and ripple voltages were measured for different capacitor values commonly used in
Qualcomm's integrated circuits. This data is displayed in Table 1.
Table 1: Converter Performance for Different Capacitor Values, with lourl = IOUT2 = 50mA
Inductor Value L Capacitor Value Settling Time Output 1 Voltage Output 2 Voltage
C1 = C 2  Ripple Ripple
gH 4.7p.F 22jis 30mV 27.9mV
1IH 10F 40ps 13mV 10.7mV
1pH 22tF 82ps 14mV l1mV
The load current of 50mA for each output proved to be too high when testing larger
inductor values, as increasing L above 1 tH caused the converter to pull out of DCM into CCM
in order to supply the required load current. As previously mentioned, this continuous-
conduction operation could lead to cross-regulation problems. For L = 2.2 pH, the maximum
current the converter can supply to each load while staying in DCM is 20mA, while it is an even
lower 10mA for L = 4.7pH. In order to provide a constant basis for comparison, the converter
3
3
3
-i- Ti
~IW lr~lfl
was tested with the 10mA load requirement for different inductor values, with the results
displayed in Table 2.
Table 2: Converter Performance for Different Inductor Values, with IOUTI = IOUT2 = 10mA
Inductor Value L Capacitor Value Settling Time Output 1 Voltage Output 2 Voltage
C1 = C2 Ripple Ripple
1 [H 10lF 36jis 5mV 4.8mV
2.2laH 10aF 45jis 4mV 3.lmV
4.711 10lF 80ps 2mV 2.2mV
Chapter 3
SIMO Buck Converter Operating in PCCM
One of the goals of this thesis was to exploit the advantages of PCCM operation in the
SIMO buck converter. Unfortunately, however, PCCM control was unable to be nicely
implemented in the SIMO converter, as excessive ripple and other problems could not quite be
corrected. The following sections detail the partial mathematical model and simulation results
that were obtained, while discussing the problems that were encountered.
3.1 Mathematical Model
The converter's topology is shown in Figure 9 and is the same as in the DCM case. The
converter's timing diagram is also the same, reflecting the PCCM switching methodology
described in Section 1.2.
VOUTI
VOUT2
Figure 9: SIMO Buck Converter Topology
The basic mathematical state-space model also does not change for the PCCM case, with
all the same state matrices. However, in States 3 and 6 from Section 2.1, when only S5 is closed,
the inductor current is no longer held constant at zero as in DCM. In PCCM, the freewheeling
path provided by S5 holds the inductor current constant at a nonzero value. The inductor current
thus has the form shown in Figure 10 for the unbalanced load case, in which each output requires
a different DC inductor current level.
-- t --------I I I I II I I I t iI II
SI i I I
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Figure 10: Inductor Current in PCCM Operation for Unbalanced Loads
for
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The difficulty comes in determining each output's appropriate DC inductor current level
each cycle, IDCa and IDCb. In calculating these, we face six unknowns:
IDCa - output I's "freewheeling" DC inductor current level for PCCM operation
IDCb - output 2's "freewheeling" DC inductor current level for PCCM operation
TAl - period of time for which switches S1 and S3 are closed (all others open)
TA2 - period of time for which switches S2 and S3 are closed (all others open)
TB1 - period of time for which switches S1 and S4 are closed (all others open)
TB2 - period of time for which switches S2 and S4 are closed (all others open)
Four equations relating these variables have been found, but these are insufficient since
there are six unknowns. Equations 1 and 2 provide expressions for Ioa and IOb, the average
output currents, where Voa and VOb denote the output voltages. For each output, the average
current is just the integral of the inductor current over the time that the inductor is connected to
that output, divided by the period (2T in Figure 10). These integrals are then simplified by
finding the area under the appropriate parts of the curve in Figure 10.
T-TA3
Ioa =T IL (t)dt Eq. 12T 0
S IDCb (TA1 +TA2 )+TA (IDCa IDCb)+ TAI VI - Voa TAl TA2 VOa TA2 ]
1 V 2 
S IDCbTA2 DCa Al + TAl + A22T 2L 2L
T-TB3
IOb L (t)dt Eq.2
0
= IDCb(TBI +TB2)+TB2(IDCa IDCb)+ TBI V -LVOb TBI +1+TB 2 Vb TB2
1 VI-VOb 2 V
S DCbTBI +DCa B2 b TI + Ob T22T I 2L 2L
Equations 3 and 4 simply follow the inductor current in Figure 10 through one cycle,
from one DC level to the next, without involving the average output current.
V -V V
IDCa + ' Oa A OI T- a A2 = IDCb Eq. 3L L
V -Vb Vb
IDCb + OTBI - ObTB2 = IDCa Eq. 4L L
This under-constrained control problem indicates that time-multiplexing control may not
be appropriate for a SIMO converter operating in PCCM, but my time constraints prevented
much research into alternate control methods.
3.2 Simulation Results
The SIMO converter operating in PCCM was simulated in MATLAB, the code for which
can be seen in Appendix B. In light of the incomplete mathematical model discussed in Section
3.1, the DC inductor current level for each output was chosen arbitrarily and verified graphically.
Ideally, the converter itself should determine the necessary current levels, possibly even
dynamically adjusting them each cycle through a feedback loop, but this is impossible here given
the current state of the mathematical model. Nonetheless, the simulation results show promise,
as can be seen in Figure 11. Both load currents were set at 500mA, and both DC current levels
were set at 1.5A, while the inductor current was limited to a maximum of 2A.
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Figure 11: SIMO Converter in PCCM Simulation Results and Circuit Parameters
The converter behavior is not ideal, with a large ripple voltage of approximately 130mV
and ugly steady state behavior, as can be seen in the magnified plots in Figure 12. The PID
control parameters were re-tuned in an attempt to correct these issues, but to no avail.
Additionally, the DC current levels had to be set surprisingly high in order to avoid continuous
conduction, and even then the converter occasionally slipped into CCM. Higher DC current
levels and a higher maximum inductor current were tried, but this CCM problem continued.
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Figure 12: SIMO Converter in PCCM Magnified Steady State Behavior
The converter's transient behavior was also tested, in order to determine if the parallel
source transient recovery system could be useful despite the converter's somewhat messy
performance. Figure 13 shows the converter's behavior for load current steps from 500mA to
50mA to 500mA, with the DC current levels set to 150mA for the lighter 50mA load. The
inductor current keeps spiking even during steady state with the light load, and this problem was
not fixed by returning the converter to DCM operation during this stage, thus probably indicating
a simulation coding error. Even more troubling is the fact that the transient voltages are of
approximately the same magnitude as the steady state ripple voltages for the heavy load, thus
rendering the parallel sources useless since they should not be activated by the ripple.
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Figure 13: Transient Behavior for Load Current Change from 500mA to 50mA to mA
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Figure 13: Transient Behavior for Load Current Change from 500mA to 50mA to 500mA
Chapter 4
Single-Output Buck Converter with Parallel
Source Transient Recovery
4.1 Mathematical Model
Initial testing of the parallel source transient recovery idea focused on just a single-output
buck converter. The topology and mathematical model are shown in Figure 14, and the math is
quite similar to the aforementioned model for the SIMO converter. When the output voltage
goes above or below a certain threshold voltage, either the top or bottom source turns on to
source or sink current, whichever is appropriate. This simply adds another input i to the state
equations - either positive or negative current, depending on which source is on - with the new
state matrices F and G now being introduced. This input is then just set back to zero when the
current injection is no longer needed and the source turns off.
So, +
dx/dt = Ax + Bu ± Gi
y = Cx ± Fi
Model in discrete time (for simulation):
x(n+1) = Fx(n) + Flu(n) ± F 2i(n)
y(n+1) = Cx(n+1) + Fi(n)
where D = eA T
ri = B*(eAT - eA*O)/A
T2 = G*(eAT - eA*O)/A
Figure 14: Buck Converter with Parallel Sources Topology and Mathematical Model
One of the switching states and its state matrices are shown in Figure 15, in which S1 is
closed and either the top or bottom parallel source is on (depending on whether the output
voltage is too high or too low). The inductor current is thus ramping up and flowing into the
output, and current is either being added or subtracted through one of the parallel sources.
RRc +RRL +RLRc R
A= L(R+R c ) L(R + R c )R 1
C(R+Rc) C(R+Rc)
0 R+R c  R+Rc
RR
SG - L(R + R)
C(R+Rc)
Figure 15: Example Switching State with Current Being Injected
4.2 Simulation Results
The parallel source current injection makes a significant difference even in just this
single-output converter, as did the similar active clamp design in [13], which bodes well for the
effect it could have in a SIMO converter (though the control issues would be more complex).
Using voltage thresholds of ±1% for the parallel sources, a maximum injected current level of
300mA, and load current steps from 500mA to 50mA to 500mA, transients were simulated in
this single-output buck converter both with and without the parallel sources. This MATLAB
code can be seen in Appendix C. The injected current (whether positive or negative) is modeled
as ramping up to the maximum 300mA over 10ns, and then remaining constant at 300mA,
assuming the sources stay on for that long. Figure 16 shows the standard buck converter
transient response without the parallel sources, while Figure 17 shows the improved transient
response with the sources. The red dashed lines in Figure 17 are the ±1% thresholds, while the
green lines are the hysteretic lower thresholds used for turning the sources off. There is some
oscillation and ugly behavior, since the two control loops may not be well-integrated with each
other, but the transient voltage overshoot and settling time are nonetheless improved.
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Figure 17: Transient Response with Parallel Sources
The relationship between the maximum injected current level and the transient voltage
overshoot was also tested for a 500mA load current step, which produced the surprisingly linear
result shown in Figure 18 (though only six data points were used). Although a higher maximum
injected current generally means a lower voltage overshoot and a faster settling time, in practice
it would also require larger and more expensive power devices, so there is a design trade-off for
which an engineer could use the plot in Figure 18. Beyond the 300mA level for Imax, high
frequency ringing was introduced, again possibly the result of having two competing control
loops. This problem is certainly something that should be further researched.
loops. This problem is certainly something that should be further researched.
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Figure 18: Voltage Overshoot (AV) vs. Maximum Current Injected by a Parallel Source (Imx)
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
The results in the previous chapters demonstrate much promise for the SIMO buck
converter operating in PCCM with parallel source transient recovery, though the design has not
yet been perfected. The strange PCCM behavior in our simulations, described in Chapter 3,
prevents our testing of the parallel source idea in a SIMO converter, since it is only necessary
when supplying heavy loads and thus cannot be tested with a DCM converter. Given the PCCM
behavior obtained thus far, any reasonably chosen voltage thresholds for the sources would be
surpassed every cycle by the large steady state voltage ripple, and the transient voltages are no
greater than the ripple amplitudes. Indeed, testing of the parallel sources with this imperfect
PCCM operation was attempted, but they continually turned on and off during steady state
operation. In addition to just being senseless, this sort of operation would dissipate a great deal
of power since the sources would be on during much of the converter's operation.
It was therefore concluded that PCCM operation must first be mastered before a viable
proof-of-concept can be provided for the parallel source idea. The two control loops may be
difficult to integrate together, especially in a real-world setting with all its non-idealities, but at
this stage the system-level idea seems promising. Admittedly, too much time was spent
debugging code and attempting to solve the under-constrained control problem discussed in
Section 3.1, rather than rethinking time-multiplexing control altogether and exploring other
options such as current-mode control. The problems encountered here therefore probably result
mostly from implementation and control issues in the simulations, rather than fundamental flaws
in the idea.
Once the SIMO buck converter is operating nicely in PCCM with the parallel sources,
more in-depth performance analysis can begin. This will include analyzing the converter's
efficiency and testing its behavior with different size inductors and capacitors, balanced and
unbalanced loads, different input and output voltages, and other variations. The improved
transient performance afforded by the parallel sources would allow greater flexibility in sizing
the inductor and output capacitors, though one must also study the delay inherent in the parallel
sources' devices and control loops. The more distant future could see the expansion of the
SIMO converter to three or more outputs. This may be theoretically possible, but getting it to
work in practice could be rather difficult because of non-idealities, and the control issues would
be monumental.
Appendix A
MATLAB code for SIMO buck converter operating in DCM
% Circuit parameters
Vin = 3.6; % input voltage
L = le-6; % inductor
rL = 50e-3 ; % inductor parasitic resistance
Cf1 = 10e-6; % output capacitor 1
rCfl = 50e-3; % output capacitor 1 ESR
Vrefl = 1.8; % reference voltage 1
Irefl = 0.050; % load current 1
R1 = Vrefl/Irefl; % output load resistor 1
Cf2 = 10e-6; % output capacitor 2
rCf2 = 50e-3; % output capacitor 2 ESR
Vref2 = 0.9; % reference voltage 2
Iref2 = 0.050; % load current 2
R2 = Vref2/lref2; % output load resistor 2
% inductor current limit during startup
% 1 or 0 -- change load or don t change load for
transient simulation
numcycle = 200; % number of simulation cycles
fs = 3.2e6; % switching frequency
Ts = 1/fs; % sampling period;
% Continuous time model
Al(1,1) = -(rL*R1+rCfl*R1+rL*rCfl)/(L*(rCfl+R1));
A1(1,2) = -R1/(L*(R1+rCfl));
A1(1,3) = 0;
A1(2,1) = R1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
A1(2,2) = -1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
A1(2,3) = 0;
A1(3,1) = 0;
A1(3,2) = 0;
A1(3,3) = -1/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
% Matrices used when
inductor current is
positive (state 1)
B1 = [1/L ; 0 ; 0];
C1(1,1) = rCfl*R1/(rCfl+R1);
C1(1,2) = R1/(R1+rCfl);
C1(1,3) = 0;
C1(2,1) = 0;
C1(2,2) = 0;
C1(2,3) = R2/(R2+rCf2);
D1 = 0;
A2(1,1) = -(rL*R2+rCf2*R2+rL*rCf2)/(L*(rCf2+R2));
A2(1,2) = 0;
A2(1,3) = -R2/(L*(R2+rCf2));
% Matrices used when
inductor current is
positive (state 2)
Ilimit = 0.5;
changeLoad = 0;
A2(2,1) = 0;
A2(2,2) = -1/(Cfl*(
A2(2,3) = 0;
A2(3,1) = R2/(Cf2*(
A2(3,2) = 0;
A2(3,3) = -1/(Cf2*(
B2 = [1/L ; 0 ; 0];
C2(1,1) = 0;
C2(1,2) = R1/(R1+rC
C2(1,3) = 0;
C2(2,1) = rCf2*R2/(
C2(2,2) = 0;
C2(2,3) = R2/(R2+rC
D2 = 0;
A3(1,1)
A3(1,2)
A3 (2,1)
A3(2,2)
rCfl+R1));
rCf2+R2));
rCf2+R2));
fl);
rCf2+R2);
f2);
= -1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
= 0;
= 0;
= -1/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
% Matrices used when inductor current
is zero (for DCM)
B3 = [0 ; 0];
C3(1,1)
C3(1,2)
C3(2,1)
C3(2,2)
= R1/(Rl+rCfl);
= 0;
= 0;
= R2/(R2+rCf2);
D3 = 0;
% Discrete time model
td = 0.le-9; % sampling time;
Phil = expm(Al*td); % State transition matrix
Taul = (expm(Al*td)-expm(Al*O))/Al*B1;
Phi2 = expm(A2*td); % State transition matrix
Tau2 = (expm(A2*td)-expm(A2*O))/A2*B2;
Phi3 = expm(A3*td); % State transition matrix
Tau3 = (expm(A3*td)-expm(A3*0))/A3*B3;
%Tau3 = [0 ; 0 ; 0]; % Since B3 = [0 ; 0 ; 0]
Kpl = 30;
Kil = 0.0001;
Kdl = 10;
dfl = Vrefl/Vin;
Kp2 = 30;
Ki2 = 0.0001;
Kd2 = 10;
df2 = Vref2/Vin;
% loop simulation
tend = numcycle*Ts;
t = td:td:tend;
t_Ir = Ts:Ts:tend;
x = zeros(3,3*length(t));
in discrete time
in discrete time
in discrete time
% PID coefficients for Output 1
% PID coefficients for Output 2
% Time vector stepping by sample size
% Time vector stepping by cycle size
y = zeros(2,3*length(t));
irefl = zeros(1,3 length(t));
iref2 = zeros(1,3*length(t));
Vel = zeros(1,3*numcycle); % Error signal 1
DVel = zeros(1,3*numcycle); % Diff. error 1
IVel = zeros(1,3*numcycle); % Integral error 1
Ve2 = zeros(1,3*numcycle); % Error signal 2
DVe2 = zeros(1,3*numcycle); % Diff. error 2
IVe2 = zeros(1,3*numcycle); % Integral error 2
dc = zeros(1,3*numcycle);
irefl_Ir = zeros(1,3*numcycle);
iref2 Ir = zeros(l,3*numcycle);
x0O = [0;0;0];
x_seg = zeros(3,Ts/td);
yseg = zeros(2,Ts/td);
dc_seg = zeros(1,Ts/td);
dcO = 0;
y1:2,1) = C1*xO;
x 1:3,1) = Phil*xO + Taul*Vin*dcO;
dc_seg_last = 0;
selector = 1;
notStartup = 0;
currentLimited = 0;
counter = 0; % Counts the number of steps the inductor current takes
to rise and then fall to zero in each cycle, for
plotting duty cycles
dc_plot = zeros(1,3*numcycle); % Keeps track of Vout/Vin = T1/(T1+T2) in DCM
for q = 2:1:3*numcycle
if (q == numcycle+l) && (changeLoad == 1)
Irefl = 0.001;
Iref2 = 0.001;
R1 = Vrefl/lrefl;
R2 = Vref2/lref2;
A1(1,1)
A1(1,2)
A1(1,3)
A1(2,1)
A1(2,2)
A1(2,3)
A1(3,1)
A1(3,2)
A1(3,3)
% Load current change from
50mA to ImA
= -(rL*Rl+rCfl*Rl+rL*rCfl)/(L*(rCfl+R1));
= -R1/(L*(R1+rCfl));
= 0;
= R1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
= -1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
= 0;
= 0;
= 0;
= -1/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
B1 = [1/L ; 0 ; 0];
C1(1,1)
C1 (1,2)
C1(1,3)
C1 (2,1)
C1(2,2)
C1(2,3)
D1 = 0;
= rCfl*R1/(rCfl+R1);
= R1/(R1+rCfl);
= 0;
= 0;
= 0;
= R2/(R2+rCf2);
A2(1,1) = -(rL*R2+r
A2(1,2) = 0;
A2 (1,3) = -R2/(L*(R
A2(2,1) = 0;
A2(2,2) = -1/(Cfl*(
A2(2,3) = 0;
A2(3,1) = R2/(Cf2*(
A2(3,2) = 0;
A2(3,3) = -1/(Cf2*(
B2 = [1/L ; 0 ; 0];
C2(1,1) = 0;
C2(1,2) = R1/(R1+rC
C2(1,3) = 0;
C2(2,1) = rCf2*R2/(
C2(2,2) = 0;
C2(2,3) = R2/(R2+rC
D2 = 0;
A3 1,1)
A3 1,2)
A3 2,1)
A3(2,2)
B3 = [0
C3(1,1)
C3(1,2)
C3(2,1)
C3(2,2)
D3 = 0;
Cf2*R2+rL*rCf2)/(L*(rCf2+R2));
2+rCf2));
rCfl+Rl));
rCf2+R2));
rCf2+R2));
fl);
rCf2+R2);
f2) ;
= -1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
= 0;
= 0;
= -1/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
; 0];
= R1/(R1+rCfl);
= 0;
= 0;
= R2/(R2+rCf2);
Phil = expm(A1*td); % State transition matrix in discrete time
Taul = (expm(A1*td)-expm(A1*0))/A1*B1;
Phi2 = expm(A2*td); % State transition matrix in discrete time
Tau2 = (expm(A2*td)-expm(A2*0))/A2*B2;
Phi3 = expm(A3*td); % State transition matrix in discrete time
Tau3 = (expm(A3*td)-expm(A3*0))/A3*B3;
% Tau3 = [0 ; 0 ; 0]; % Since B3 = [O ; 0 ; 0]
if (q == 2*numcycle+l) && (changeLoad == 1)
Irefl = 0.050;
Iref2 = 0.050;
R1 = Vrefl/Irefl;
R2 = Vref2/Iref2;
A1(1,1)
A1(1,2)
A1(2,2)
A1(2,3)
A1(3,1)
A1(3,2)
A1(3,3)
% Load current change from
imA to 50mA
= -(rL*Rl+rCfl*Rl+rL*rCfl)/(L*(rCfl+R1));
= -R1/(L*(Rl+rCfl));
= 0;
= Rl/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
= -1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
= 0;
= 0;
= 0;
= -1/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
end
B1 = [1/L ; 0 ; 0];
C1(1,1) = rCfl*R1/(rCfl+R1);
C1(1,2) = R1/(R1+rCfl);
C1(1,3) = 0;
C1(2,1) = 0;
C1(2,2) = 0;
C1(2,3) = R2/(R2+rCf2);
D1 = 0;
A2(1,1) = -(rL*R2+rCf2*R2+rL*rCf2)/(L*(rCf2+R2));
A2(1,2) = 0;
A2(1,3) = -R2/(L*(R2+rCf2));
A2(2,1) = 0;
A2(2,2) = -1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
A2(2,3) = 0;
A2(3,1) = R2/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
A2(3,2) = 0;
A2(3,3) = -1/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
B2 = [1/L ; 0 ; 0];
C2(1,1) = 0;
C2(1,2) = R1/(R1+rCfl);
C2(1,3) = 0;
C2(2,1) = rCf2*R2/(rCf2+R2);
C2(2,2) = 0;
C2(2,3) = R2/(R2+rCf2);
D2 = 0;
A3(1,1) = -1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
A3(1,2) = 0;
A3(2,1) = 0;
A3(2,2) = -1/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
B3 = [0 ; 0];
C3(1,1) = R1/(R1+rCfl);
C3(1,2) = 0;
C3(2,1) = 0;
C3(2,2) = R2/(R2+rCf2);
D3 = 0;
Phil = expm(Al*td); % State transition matrix in discrete time
Taul = (expm(A1*td)-expm(A1*0))/A1*B1;
Phi2 = expm(A2*td); % State transition matrix in discrete time
Tau2 = (expm(A2*td)-expm(A2*0))/A2*B2;
Phi3 = expm(A3*td); % State transition matrix in discrete time
Tau3 = (expm(A3*td)-expm(A3*0))/A3*B3;
% Tau3 = [0 ; 0 ; 0]; % Since B3 = [0 ; 0 ; 0]
end
if (y_seg(2,Ts/td) >= (0.95*Vref2)) && (y_seg(1,Ts/td) < (0.99*Vrefl)) &&
notStartup == 0
selector = 1; % Initialization correction -- channels inductor
current into Output 1
elseif yseg(1,Ts/td) >= (0.99*Vrefl)
notStartup = 1;
end
if selector == 1 % IF INDUCTOR CONNECTED TO OUTPUT 1
y_avgl(q) = mean(yseg(1,1:end));Vel(q) = Vrefl-y avgl(q); % error signal 1
DVel(q) = Vel(q)-Vel(q-1);
IVel(q) = IVel(q-1)+ Vel(q);
yavg2(q) = mean(y_seg(2,1:end));
Ve2(q) = Vref2-y-avg2(q); % error signal 2
DVe2(q) = Ve2(q)-Ve2(q-1);
IVe2(q) = IVe2(q-1)+ Ve2(q);
dc(q) = Kpl*Vel(q)+Kil*lVel(q)+Kdl*DVel(q)+dfl; % Duty cycle
irefllr(q) = Vrefl/R1;
if dc(q)> 1;
dc(q) = 1;
elseif dc(q) <0;
dc(q)=O;
end
dc_max(q) = L*(0.9-x_seg(1,Ts/td))/(Vin-yseg(1,Ts/td))/Ts; % Limit
inductor current to 0.9A
if dc(q) > dc_max(q)
dc(q) = dc_max(q);
end
if (y_seg(1l,Ts/td) >= (0.99*Vrefl)) % Inductor current limit during
startup
dcmax(q) = L*(I I limit-x_seg(1,Ts/td))/(Vin-y_seg(1l,Ts/td))/Ts;
if dc(q) > dc_max(q)
if dc_max >= 0
dc(q) = dcmax(q);
else
end dc(q) = 0;
end
end
x_seg(1:3,1) = Phil*xseg(1:3,Ts/td)+Taul*Vin*dc_seglast; % For
first step of each cycle, must use values from last step of last
cycle
yseg(1:2,1) = C1*x_seg(1:3,1);
dc_seg(1:round(Ts/td*(dc(q)))) = 1;
dc_seg(round(Ts/td*(dc(q))+1):Ts/td) = 0;
for n = 1:1:Ts/td-1
if dc_seg(n) == 1
x_seg(1:3,n+l) = Phil*x_seg(1:3,n) + Taul*Vin*dc_seg(n);
y_seg(1:2,n+l) = C1*x_seg( :3,n+l);
counter = counter + 1;
else
if (x_seg(1,n) < 0.0001) && (yseg(1,n) > (0.25*Vrefl))
% Keeps inductor current at zero for DCM
x_seg(1,n+l) = 0;
x_seg(2:3,n+l) = Phi3*xseg(2:3,n) + Tau3*Vin*dcseg(n);
y_seg(1:2,n+1) = C3*x_seg(2:3,n+l);
else
x_seg(1:3,n+l) = Phil*x seg(1:3,n) + Taul*Vin*dc_seg(n);
y_seg(1:2,n+1) = C1*x_seg(l:3,n+l);
counter = counter + 1;
end
end
end
dc_plot(q) = round(dc(q)*Ts/td)/counter; % Duty cycle for plotting
counter = 0;
dc_seg_last = dcseg(n+1);
x(1,round((q-1)*Ts/td)+1 :round (q*Ts/td))=x_seg(1,:);
x(2,round((q-1)*Ts/td)+1 :round(q*Ts/td))=x_seg(2,:);
x(3,round((q-1)*Ts/td)+1 :round(q*Ts/td))=xseg(3,:);
y(1,round((q-1)*Ts/td)+1 :round(q*Ts/td)) =yseg(1,:);
y(2,round((q-1)*Ts/td)+1:round(q*Ts/td))=y_seg(2,:);
irefl(round((q-1)*Ts/td)+1l:roun (q*Ts/td))=Vrefl/R1;
selector = 0; % Switch outputs
else % IF INDUCTOR CONNECTED TO OUTPUT 2
y_avg2(q) = mean(y_seg(2,1:end));Ve2(q) = Vref2-y_avg2(q); % error signal 2
DVe2(q) = Ve2(q)-Ve2(q-1);
IVe2(q) = IVe2(q-1)+ Ve2(q);
y_avgl(q) = mean(y_seg(1,1:end));
Vel(q) =Vrefl-y_avgl(q); % error signal 1
DVe(q) = Vel (q)-Vel(q-1);
IVel(q) = IVel(q-1)+ Vel(q);
dc(q) = Kp2*Ve2(q)+Ki2*IVe2(q)+Kd2*DVe2(q)+df2; % Duty cycle
iref2_lr(q) = Vref2/R2;
if dc(q)> 1;
dc(q) =1;
elseif dc(q) <0;
dc(q)=O;
end
dc_max(q) = L*(0.9-x_seg(1,Ts/td))/(Vin-y_seg(2,Ts/td))/Ts; % Limit
inductor current to 0.9A
if dc(q) > dcmax(q)
dc(q) = dc_max(q);
end
if (y_seg(1,Ts/td) >= (0.99*Vrefl)) % Inductor current limit during
startup
dcmax(q) = L*(IIimit-x_seg(1,Ts/td))/(Vin-y_seg(2,Ts/td))/Ts;
if dc(q) > dc_max(q)
if dc_max >= 0
dc(q) = dc_max(q);
else
dc(q) = 0;
end
end
end
x_seg(1:3,1) = Phi2*x_seg(1:3,Ts/td)+Tau2*Vin*dc_seglast; % For
first step of each cycle, must use values from last step of last
cycle
yseg(1:2,1) = C2*x_seg(1:3,1);
dc_seg(1:round(Ts/td*(dc(q)))) = 1;
dc_seg(round(Ts/td*(dc(q))+l) :Ts/td) = 0;
for n = 1:1:Ts/td-1
if dc_seg(n) == 1
x_seg(1:3,n+l) = Phi2*x_seg(1:3,n) + Tau2*Vin*dc_seg(n);
y_seg(1:2,n+l) = C2*x_seg(1:3,n+1);
counter = counter + 1;
else
if (xseg(1,n) < 0.0001) && (y_seg(2,n) > (0.25*Vref2))
% Keeps inductor current at zero for DCM
x seg(1,n+l) = 0;
x-seg(2:3,n+l) = Phi3*x_seg(2:3,n) + Tau3*Vin*dc_seg(n);
y__seg(1:2,n+1) = C3*x_seg(2:3,n+1);
else
x_seg(1:3,n+1) = Phi2*x_seg(1:3,n) + Tau2*Vin*dc_seg(n);
y_seg(1:2,n+1) = C2*x_seg(1:3,n+l);
counter = counter + 1;
end
end
end
dc_plot(q) = round(dc(q)*Ts/td)/counter; % Duty cycle for plotting
counter = 0;
dc_seg_last = dcseg(n+l);
x(1,round((q-1) *Ts/td)+1 :round(q*Ts/td))=xseg(1,:);
x(2, round( q-1) *Ts/td)+1 :round (q*Ts/td))=xseg(2,:);
x(3,round( (q-1) *Ts/td) +1:round (q*Ts/td))=x_seg(3,:);
y(1,round( q-1)*Ts/td)+1 :round(q*Ts/td))=yseg (1,:);
y(2, round(q-1)*Ts/td)+1:round( *Ts/td))=yseg(2,:);
Iref2(round ((q-1) *Ts/td)+1:round (q*Ts/td))=Vref2/R2;
selector = 1; % Switch outputs
end
end
t_long = td:td:3*tend;
t_lr_Tong = Ts:Ts:3*tend;
refl = Vrefl*ones(1,length(tIong));
ref2 = Vref2*ones(1,I ength(t_long));
xscale = [0:0.le-4:tend*3];
figure
subplot(3,1,1), plot(t_long,y(1,:),tIong,refl,':r'), xlabel('Time'),
ylabel('Output Voltage 1 ), grid
set(gca,'XTick',xscale), ylim([O 2.5])
subplot(3,1,2), plot(t__longy(2,:),t_Iong,ref2,':r'), xlabel('Time'),
ylabel('Output Voltage 2 ), grid
set(gca,'XTick',xscale), ylim([O 2.5])
subplot(3,1,3), plot(trlong,dc_plot), xlabel('Time'), ylabel('Control
Input (Duty Cycle)'), grid
set(gca,'XTick',xscale), ylim([O 1]) %axis([O tend*3 0 1])
clear gridl gridh irefl iref2 refl ref2 t yavglmem y_avg2_mem u x_seg
yseg y_avgl y_avg2 tab status irefl_Ir iref2_r;
figure
subplot(3,1,1), plot(tlong,x(1,:)), xlabel('Time'), ylabel('lnductor
Current'), grid
set(gca,'XTick',xscale)
subplot(3,1,2), plot(t_Iong,x(2,:)), xlabel('Time'), ylabel('Capacitor
Voltage 1'), grid
subplot(3,1,3), plot(tlong,x(3,:)), xlabel('Time'), ylabel('Capacitor
Voltage 2' ), grid
Appendix B
MATLAB code for SIMO buck converter operating in PCCM with optional parallel source
current injection
% Circuit parameters
Vin = 3.6; % input voltage
L = le-6; % inductor
rL = 50e-3; % inductor parasitic resistance
Cfl = 10e-6; % output capacitor 1
rCfl = 50e-3; % output capacitor 1 ESR
Vrefl = 1.8; % reference voltage 1
Irefl = 0.500; % load current 1
R1 = Vrefl/Irefl; % output load resistor 1
Cf2 = 10e-6; % output capacitor 2
rCf2 = 50e-3; % output capacitor 2 ESR
Vref2 = 0.9; % reference voltage 2
Iref2 = 0.500; % load current 2
R2 = Vref2/lref2; % output load resistor 2
Idcl = Irefl+1.000;
Idc2 = lref2+1.000;
Ilimit = 1.5; %
% PCCM DC inductor current levels
inductor current limit during startup
changeLoad = 0; % 1 or 0 -- change load or don't change load for transient
simulation
% Maximum injected current level
Vminl = 0.97*Vrefl;
Vminhighl = 0.999*Vrefl;
Vmaxl = 1.03*Vrefl;
Vmax_lowl = 1.001*Vrefl;
Vmin2 = 0.97*Vref2;
Vmin_high2 = 0.999*Vref2;
Vmax2 = 1.03*Vref2;
Vmax_low2 = 1.001*Vref2;
% Current injection lower voltage threshold 1
% Current injection hysteretic lower turn-off
voltage threshold 1
% Current injection upper voltage threshold 1
% Current inJection hysteretic upper turn-off
voltage threshold 1
% Current injection lower voltage threshold 2
% Current inJection hysteretic lower turn-off
voltage threshold 2
% Current injection upper voltage threshold 2
% Current injection hysteretic upper turn-off
voltage threshold 2
numcycle = 200; % number of simulation cycles
fs = 3.2e6; % switching frequency
Ts = 1/fs; % sampling period;
% Continuous time model
A1(1,1) = - (rL*R1 +rCfl*R1 +rL*rCfl)/(L*(rCfl +R1 ));
A1(1,2) = -R1/(L*(R1+rCfl));
A1(1,3) = 0;
A1(2,1) = R1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
A1(2,2) = -1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
% Matrices used when
inductor current is
positive (state 1)
Imax = 0.500;
A1(2,3)
A1(3,1)
A1(3,2)
A1(3,3)
0;
0;
0;
-1/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
B1 = [1/L ; 0 ; 0];
C1 (1,1) = rCfl*R1/(rCfl+R1);
C1(1,2) = R1/(RI+rCfl);
C1(1,3) = 0;
C1(2,1) = 0;
C1(2,2) = 0;
C1(2,3) = R2/(R2+rCf2);
D1 = 0;
G1 (1,1) = -Rl*rCfl/(L*(Rl+rCfl));
G1(1,2) = 0;
G1(2,1) = R1/(Cfl*(RI+rCfl));
G1(2,2) = 0;
61(3,1) = 0;
61(3,2) = R2/(Cf2*(R2+rCf2));
F1(1,1) = R1*rCfl/(R1+rCfl);
F1(1,2) = 0;
F1(2,1) = 0;
F1l(2,2) = R2-(R2*R2/(R2+rCf2));
A2(1,1) = -(rL*R2+rCf2*R2+rL*rCf2)/(L*(rCf2+R2));
0;
-R2/(L*(R2+rCf2));
0;
-1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
0;
R2/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
0;
-1/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
; 0 ; 0];
0;
R1/(R1+rCfl);
0;
rCf2*R2/(rCf2+R2);
0;
R2/(R2+rCf2);
0;
-R2*rCf2/(L*(R2+rCf2));
R1/(Cfl* (Rl+rCfl));
0;
0;
R2/(Cf2*(R2+rCf2));
R1 -(R1*R1/(R1+rCfl));
0;
0;
R2*rCf2/(R2+rCf2);
% Matrices used when
inductor current is
positive (state 2)
/L
A2(1,2)
A2(1,3)
A2 2,1)
A2 2,2
A2(3,1)
A2(3,2)
A2 3,3)
B2 = [1
C2(1 1)
C2 (1:,2
C2(1, 3)
C2(2,1)
C2 2,2)
C2 2,3)
D2 = 0;
G2(1,1)
G2(1,2)
G2(2,1)
G2(2,2)
G2 3,1)
G2 3,2)
F2(1,1)
F2(1,2)
F2(2,1)
F2(2,2)
A3(1,1) = -1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
= 0;
= 0;
= -1/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
% Matrices used when inductor current is
constant (for PCCM)
B3 = [0 ; 0];
= R1/(R1+rCfl);
= 0;
= 0;
= R2/(R2+rCf2);
= R1/(Cfl*(R1+rCfl));
= 0;
= 0;
= R2/(Cf2*(R2+rCf2));
= R1-(R1*R1/(R1+rCfl));
= 0;
= 0;
= R2-(R2*R2/(R2+rCf2));
% Discrete time model
td = 0.le-9; %sampling time;
Phil = expm(Al*td); % State transition matrix
Taul = (expm(Al*td)-expm(Al*O))/Al*B1;
Tau_ 1 = (expm(A1*td)-expm(A1*O))/A1*G1;
Phi2 = expm(A2*td); % State transition matrix
Tau2 = (expm(A2*td)-expm(A2*0))/A2*B2;
Tau_12 = (expm(A2*td)-expm(A2*0))/A2*G2;
Phi3 = expm(A3*td); % State transition matrix
Tau3 = (expm(A3*td)-expm(A3*0))/A3*B3;
Tau_13 = (expm(A3*td)-expm(A3*O))/A3*G3;
Kpl = 500;
Kil = 0.0001;
Kdl = 10;
dfl = Vrefl/Vin;
Kp2 = 500;
Ki2 = 0.0001;
Kd2 = 10;
df2 = Vref2/Vin;
% loop simulation
tend = numcycle*Ts;
t = td:td:tend;
t_Ir = Ts:Ts:tend;
x = zeros(3,3*length(t));
y = zeros(2,3*length(t));
in discrete time
in discrete time
in discrete time
% PID coefficients for Output 1
% PID coefficients for Output 2
% Time vector stepping by sample size
% Time vector stepping by cycle size
Vel = zeros(1,3*numcycle); % Error signal 1
DVel = zeros(1,3*numcycle); % Diff. error 1
A3(1,2)
A3(2,1)
A3(2,2)
C3(1,1)
C3(1,2)
C3(2,1)
C3(2,2)
D3 = 0;
G3(1,1)
G3(1,2)
G3(2,1)
G3(2,2)
F3(1,1)
F3(1,2)
F3(2,1) (2,2)
IVel = zeros(1,3*numcycle); % Integral error 1
Ve2 = zeros(1,3*numcycle); % Error signal 2
DVe2 = zeros(1,3*numcycle); % Diff. error 2
IVe2 = zeros(1,3*numcycle); % Integral error 2
dc = zeros(1,3*numcycle);
irefl_Ir = zeros(1,3*numcycle);
iref2_Ir = zeros(1,3*numcycle);
xO = [0;0;0];
x_seg = zeros(3,Ts/td);
yseg = zeros(2,Ts/td);
dc_seg = zeros(1,Ts/td);
dcO = 0;
y(1: 2 ,1) = C1*xO;
x(1:3,1) = Phil*xO + Taul*Vin*dcO;
dc_seg_lastl = 0;
dc_seg_last2 = 0;
selector = 1;
notStartup = 0;
current_count1 = 1 ;
current-injectedI owl = 0;
current injected-highl = 0;
current_count2 = 1;
currentinjected low2 = 0;
currentin ectedhi gh2 = 0;
i = zeros(2,3*length(t));
i_seg = zeros(2,Ts/td);
for q = 2:1:3*numcycle
if (q == numcycle+1) &&
% keeps track of how long a parallel source
has been on
% 1 or 0
% 1 or 0
% keeps track of how long a parallel source
has been on
% 1 or 0
% 1 or 0
(changeLoad == 1) % Load current change from
500mA to 50mA
Irefl = 0.050;
Iref2 = 0.050;
R1 = Vrefl/lrefl;
R2 = Vref2/lref2;
Idcl = Irefl+.100;
Idc2 = Iref2+.100;
A1(1,1) = -(rL*Rl+rCfl*R1+rL*rCfl)/(L*(rCfl+R1));
Al(1,2) = -R1/(L*(R1+rCfl));
A1(1,3) = 0;
A1(2,1) = R1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
A1(2,2) = -1/(Cf1*(rCfl+R1));
A1(2,3) = 0;
A1(3,1) = 0;
A1(3,2) = 0;
A1(3,3) = -1/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
B1 = [1/L ; 0 ; 0];
C1(1,1) = rCfl*R1/(rCfl+R1);
C1(1,2) = R1/(Rl+rCfl);
C1(1,3) = 0;
C1(2,1) = 0;
C1(2,2) = 0;
C1(2,3) = R2/(R2+rCf2);
-R1*rCfl/(L*(Rl+rCfl));
0;
R1/(Cfl*(R1+rCfl));
0;
0;
R2/(Cf2*(R2+rCf2));
R1 * rCfl/(R1+rCfl);
0;
0;
R2-(R2*R2/(R2+rCf2));
A2(1,1) =
A2 (1,2) =
A2(1 3) =
A2(2,1) =
A2(2,2) =
A2(2,3) =
A2(3,1) =
A2(3,2) =
A2(3,3) =
B2 = [1/L
C2(1,1) =
C2(1,2) =
C2(1,3) =
C2(2,1) =
C2(2,2) =
C2(2,3) =
D2 = 0;
G2 (1 ,1) =
G2(1,2) =
G2(2,1) =
G2(2,2) =
G2(3,1) =
G2(3,2) =
F2(1,1) =
F2(1,2) =
F2(2,1) =
F2(2,2) =
A3(1,1)
A3(1,2)
A3(2,1)
A3(2,2)
B3 = [0
C3(1,1)
C3(1,2)
C3(2,1)
C3(2,2)
D3 = 0;
-(rL*R2+rCf2*R2+rL*rCf2)/(L*(rCf2+R2));
0;
-R2/(L*(R2+rCf2));
0;
-1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
0;
R2/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
0;
-1/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
; 0 ;0];
0;
R1/(R1+rCfl);
0;
rCf2*R2/(rCf2+R2);
0;
R2/(R2+rCf2);
0;
-R2*rCf2/(L*(R2+rCf2));
R1/(Cfl*(Rl+rCfl));
0;
0;
R2/(Cf2*(R2+rCf2));
R1 - (R1*R1 /(R1 +rCfl));
0;
0;
R2*rCf2/(R2+rCf2);
0,;
0;
-1/
; 0];
R1/
0;
0;
R2/
(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
(R1+rCfl);
(R2+rCf2);
D1 = 0;
G1(1,1)
G1(1,2)
G1(2,1)
61(2,2)
G1(3,1)
G1(3,2)
F1l(1,1)
F1l(1,2)
F1(2,1)
F1(2,2)
-1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1)) ;
G3(1,1)
G3(1,2)
G3(2,1)
G3(2,2)
F3(1,1)
F3(1,2)
F3(2,1)
F3(2,2)
R1/(Cfl*(R1+rCfl));
0;
0;
R2/(Cf2*(R2+rCf2));
R1-(RI*R1/(R1+rCfl));
0;
0;
R2-(R2*R2/ (R2+rCf2));
Phil = expm(Al*td); % State transition
Taul = (expm(A1*td)-expm(A1*0))/A1*B1;
Tau_1i = (expm(A1*td)-expm(Al*0))/A1*G1;
Phi2 = expm(A2*td); % State transition
Tau2 = (expm(A2*td)-expm(A2*O))/A2*B2;
Tau_12 = (expm(A2*td)-expm(A2*O))/A2*G2;
Phi3 = expm(A3*td); % State transition
Tau3 = (expm(A3*td)-expm(A3*O))/A3*B3;
Tau_13 = (expm(A3*td)-expm(A3*O))/A3*G3;
end
if (q == 2*numcycle+l) && (changeLoad == 1)
matrix in discrete time
matrix in discrete time
matrix in discrete time
% Load current change
from 50mA to 500mA
Irefl = 0.500;
Iref2 = 0.500;
R1 = Vrefl/Irefl;
R2 = Vref2/Iref2;
Idcl = Irefl+1.000;
Idc2 = Iref2+1.000;
A1(1,1) =
A1(1,2) =
A1(1,3) =
A1(2,1) =
A1(2,2) =
A1(2,3) =
A1(3,1) =
A1(3,2) =
A1(3,3) =
B1 = [1/L
C1(1,1) =
C1(1,2) =
C1(1,3) =
C1(2,1
C1(2,2) =
C1(2,3) =
D1 = 0;
G1(1,2 =
G1(2,1) =
G1(2,2) =
G1(3,1) =
G1(3,2) =
F1(1,1) =
- (rL*R1 +rCfl *R1+rL*rCfl )/(L*(rCfl+R1));
-R1/(L*(R1+rCfl));
0;
R1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
-1/(Cfl *(rCfl+R1));
0;
0;
0;
-1/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
; 0 ; 0];
rCfl *R1/(rCfl+R1);
R1/(R1+rCfl);
0,;
0;
0;
R2/ (R2+rCf2);
-R1 * rCfl/(L*(R1 +rCfl));
0;
R1/(Cfl* (R1+rCfl));
0;
0;
R2/(Cf2*(R2+rCf2));
R1*rCfl/(R1+rCfl);
0;
0;
R2-(R2*R2/(R2+rCf2));
-(rL*R2+rCf2*R2+rL*rCf2)/(L*(rCf2+R2));
0;
-R2/(L*(R2+rCf2));
0;
-1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
0;
R2/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
0;
-1/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
B2 = [1/L
C2(1,1) =
C2 (1,2) =
C2(1,3) =
C2(2,1) =
C2(2,2) =
C2(2,3) =
D2 = 0;
G2(1,1) =
G2(1,2) =
G2(2,1) =
G2(2,2) =
G2(3,1) =
G2(3,2) =
F2(1,1) =
F2(1,2) =
F2 (2,1) =
F2 2,2) =
A3(1,1) =
A3(1,2) =
A3(2,1) =
A3(2,2) =
B3 = [0
C3(1,1 =
C3(1,2 =
C3(2,1 =
C3(2,2) =
D3 = 0;
G3(1,1)
G3(1,2)
G3(2,1)
G3(2,2)
F3(1,1)
F3(1,2)
F3(2,1)
F3(2,2)
; 0 ;0];
0;
R1/(Rl+rCfl);
0;
rCf2*R2/(rCf2+R2);
0;
R2/(R2+rCf2);
0;
-R2*rCf2/(L*(R2+rCf2));
R1/(Cfl*(R1 +rCfl));
0;
0;
R2/(Cf2*(R2+rCf2));
R1-(R1*R1/(R1+rCfl));
0;
0;
R2* rCf2/(R2+rCf2);
-1/(Cfl*(rCfl+R1));
0;
0;
-1/(Cf2*(rCf2+R2));
0];
R1/(Rl+rCfl);
0;
0;
R2/(R2+rCf2);
R1/(Cfl*(Rl+rCfl));
0;
0;
R2/(Cf2*(R2+rCf2));
R1-(R1*R1/(R1+rCfl));
0;
0;
R2-(R2*R2/(R2+rCf2));
Fl (1,2)
F1(2,1)
Fl (2,2)
A2(1,1)
A2(1,2)
A2(1,3)
A2(2,1)
A2 (2,2)
A2(2,3)
A2(3,1)
A2(3,2)
A2(3,3)
Phil = expm(Al*td); % State transition matrix
Taul = (expm(Al*td)-expm(Al*O))/Al*B1;
Tau_I1 = (expm(Al*td)-expm(Al*O))/Al*G1;
Phi2 = expm(A2*td); % State transition matrix
Tau2 = (expm(A2*td)-expm(A2*O))/A2*B2;
Tau_12 = (expm(A2*td) -expm(A2*O))/A2*G2;
Phi3 = expm(A3*td); % State transition matrix
Tau3 = (expm(A3*td)-expm(A3*O))/A3*B3;
Tau_13 = (expm(A3*td)-expm(A3*O))/A3*G3;
in discrete time
in discrete time
in discrete time
if (y_seg(2,Ts/td) >= (0.99*Vref2)) && (y_seg(l,Ts/td) < (0.99*Vrefl)) &&
notStartup == 0
selector = 1; % Initialization correction -- channels inductor
current into Output 1
elseif y-seg(1,Ts/td) >= (0.99*Vrefl)
notStartup = 1;
end
if selector == 1 % IF INDUCTOR CONNECTED TO OUTPUT 1
y-avgl(q) = mean(yseg(1,1:end));
Vel(q) =Vrefl-yavgl(q); % error signal 1
DVe(q) = Vel(q)-Vel(q-1);
lVel(q) = IVel(q-1)+ Vel(q);
y_avg2(q) = mean(y_seg(2,1:end));
Ve2( q) = Vref2-y_avg2(q); % error signal 2
DVe2 (q) = Ve2(q)-Ve2(q-1);
IVe2 (q) = IVe2(q-1)+ Ve2(q);
dc(q) = Kpl*Vel(q)+Kil*IVel (q)+Kdl*DVel(q)+dfl;
irefl_lr(q) = Vrefl/R1;
if dc(q)> 1;
dc(q) = 1;
elseif dc(q) <0;
end dc(q)=0;end
% Limit inductor current to 2A
dc_max(q) = L*(2-x_seg(1,Ts/td))/(Vin-y_seg(l1,Ts/td))/Ts;
if dc(q) > dc max(q)
dc(q) = dc_max(q);
end
if (yseg(1,Ts/td) >= (0.99*Vrefl)) % Inductor current limit
during startup
dc_max(q) = L*( I limit-x_seg(1l,Ts/td))/(Vin-y_seg(1,Ts/td))/Ts;
if dc(q) > dc_max(q)
if dc_max >= 0
dc(q) = dc_max(q);
end
el se
end
dc(q) = 0;
end
currentLimited = 1;
dc_seg(1:round(Ts/td*(dc(q)))) = 1;
dc_seg(round(Ts/td*(dc(q))+) :Ts/td) = 0;
for n = 0:1:Ts/td-1
end
if n == 0
if dc seglastl == 1
x_seg(1:3,n+1) = Phil*x_seg(1:3,Ts/td) +
Taul Vin*dcseg_lastl + Tau 11*i seg(1:2,Ts/td);
y_seg(1:2,n+1) = C1*x_seg(1:3,n+1) + F1*i_seg(1:2,Ts/td);
else
if (xseg(1,Ts/td) < (ldcl+0.0001)) && (yseg(1,Ts/td) >
(0.25*Vrefl))
x_seg(1,n+l) = Idcl; % Keeps inductor current
constant for PCCM
x_seg(2:3,n+1) = Phi3*xseg(2:3,Ts/td) +
Tau3*Vin*dcseglastl + Tau_13*iseg(1:2,Ts/td);
y_seg(1:2,n+l) = C3*x_seg(2:3,n+l) +
F3*i_seg(1:2,Ts/td);
else
x_seg(1:3,n+1) = Phil*xseg(l:3,Ts/td) +
Taul*Vin*dc seg-lastl + Tau Il*iseg(l:2,Ts/td);
yseg(1:2,n+1) = C1*xseg(l:3,n+l) +
F1*i_seg(1:2,Ts/td);
end
end
else
if dcseg(n) == 1
x_seg(l1:3,n+1) = Phil*x_seg(1:3,n) + Taul*Vin*dc_seg(n) +
Tau_[1*i_seg(1:2,n);
y_seg(1:2,n+l) = C1*x_seg(1:3,n+l) + Fl*i_seg(1:2,n);
else
if (x_seg(1,n) < (Idcl+0.0001)) && (y_seg(1,n) >
(0.25*Vrefl))
x_seg(1,n+l) = Idcl; % Keeps inductor current
constant for PCCM
x_seg(2:3,n+l) = Phi3*x_seg(2:3,n) +
Tau3*Vin*dcseg(n) + Tau_13*i_seg(1:2,n);
y_seg(1:2,n+l) = C3*xseg(2:3,n+1) + F3*i_seg(1:2,n);
else
x_seg(1:3,n+l) = Phil*x_seg(1:3,n) +
Taul*Vin*dc_seg(n) + Tau_ll*i_seg(1:2,n);
y_seg(1:2,n+l) = C1*xseg(1:3,n+l) + Fl*i_seg(1:2,n);
end
end
end
if (y_seg(1,n+l) > Vminl && y_seg(1,n+l) < Vmaxl &&
current_injected lowl == 0 && current injectedhighl == 0)
(y_seg(1,n+1) > Vminhighl && current_inJected_high == 1)
(Wseg(1,n+1) < Vmaxlowl && current injected_lowl == 1) II q <
i_seg(1,n+l) = 0;
current i njected_ owl = 0;
currentinjected_highl = 0;
current_count1 = 1;
if (y_seg(2,n+1) > Vmin2 && y_seg(2,n+l) < Vmax2 &&
current Injected_low2 == 0 && currenti njected_high2 == O II
(yseg(2,n+1) > Vminhigh2 && current injected_high2 == 1)
(yseg(2,n+l) < Vmax_low2 && current injected_Iow2 == 1) II
(q < )
i_seg(2,n+l) = 0;
current _injected_low2 = 0;
current_injected_high2 = 0;
current_count2 = 1;
elseif (y_seg(2,n+l) < Vmin_high2)
if (current_count2*td) < 10e-9 % injected current
ramps up for 10ns as long as
source stays on
i_seg(2,n+l1) = current_count2*td*lmax/lOe-9;
else
end i_seg(2,n+1) = Imax;
end
current injected_low2 = 0;
current_injected-high2 = 1;
currentcount2 = current_count2 + 1;
else
if (current_count2*td) < 10e-9 % injected current
ramps down for 10ns as long
as source stays on
iseg(2,n+l) = -1*currentcount2*td*Imax/lOe-9;
else
i_seg(2,n+l) = -1*lmax;
end
current injected low2 = 1;
current_injectedchigh2 = 0;
currentcount2 = current_count2 + 1;
end
elseif (y_seg(1,n+l) < Vmin_highl)
if (current_countl*td) < 1Oe-9
i_seg(1,n+l) = current_countl*td*Ilmax/lOe-9;
else
end iseg(1,n+l) = Imax;
current injectedI owl = 0;
current.injected_highl 1;
current_count1 = current_count1 + 1;
if (y_seg(2,n+l) > Vmin2 && yseg(2,n+l) < Vmax2 &&
current injected_Iow2 == 0 && current injected high2 == 0)
(yseg (2,n+l > Vminhigh2 && current injectedhigh2 == 1) I I
(y seg(2,n+l1 < Vmax_Iow2 && current injected_low2 == 1) 11(q < 0)
i_seg(2,n+l) = 0;
current injected low2 = 0;
current_injectedhigh2 = 0;
current_count2 = 1;
elseif (y_seg(2,n+l) < Vmin_high2)
if (current_count2*td) < 10e-9
i_seg(2,n+1) = current_count2*td*lmax/lOe-9;
el se
i_seg(2,n+l) = Imax;
end
current i njectedIlow2 = 0;
current_injected-high2 = 1;
current_count2 = current_count2 + 1;
else
if (current_count2*td) < 10e-9
i_seg(2,n+l) = -1*current_count2*td* Imax/lOe-9;
else
i_seg(2,n+l) = -l*lmax;
end
currentinjected_low2 = 1;
currentinjected_h i gh2 = 0;
current_count2 = current_count2 + 1;
end
else
if (current_countl*td) < 10e-9
i_seg(1,n+l) = -1*current_countl*td*lmax/10e-9;
else
end i_seg(1,n+l) = -1*lmax;
current_ i njected_lowl = 1;
currentinjectedhighl = 0;
current_count1 = current_count1 + 1;
if (y_seg(2,n+1) > Vmin2 && y_seg(2,n+1) < Vmax2 &&
current._ njectedlow2 == 0 && current injectedhigh2 == 0) I
(y_seg(2,n+l) > Vminhigh2 && currentin ected_hi gh2 == 1) I
(y_seg(2,n+l) < Vmax low2 && currentinjected_Iow == 1) I I
(q < 0)
i_seg(2,n+l) = 0;
current injected_ Iow2 = 0;
current_injected_h i gh2 = 0;
current_count2 = 1;
elseif (y_seg(2,n+l) < Vmin_high2)
if (current_count2*td) < 10e-9
i_seg(2,n+l) = current_count2*td* Imax/1Oe-9;
el se
i_seg(2,n+l) = Imax;
end
currentij ected_low2 = 0;
current_injectedhigh2 = 1;
currentcount2 = currentcount2 + 1;
else
if (current_count2*td) < 10e-9
i_seg(2,n+l) = -1*current_count2*td*Imax/lOe-9;
else
i_seg(2,n+1) = -1*Imax;
end
current injected low2 = 1;
current_ injected-high2 = 0;
current_count2 = current_count2 + 1;
end
end
end
dc_seg_lastl = dc_seg(Ts/td);
i(1,round(( -1)*Ts/t) +1: round (q*Ts/td))=i_seg(1,:);
i(2,round((q -1)*Ts/td)+1 :round (q*Ts/td))=iseg(2,:);
x(1,round( q-1)*Ts/td) +1 :round (q*Ts/td))=xseg(1,:);
x(2,round -1)*Ts/td +1:round(q *Ts/td))=x_seg 2,:);
x(3,round (q-1)*Ts/td)+1:round(q*Ts/td))=xseg(3,:);
y(1,round((q-1)*Ts/td)+1 :round (q*Ts/td))=y seg 1,:);
y(2,round (q-1)*Ts/td)+l:round(q*Ts/td))=y_seg(2,:);
selector = 0;
else % IF INDUCTOR CONNECTED TO OUTPUT 2
y_avg2(q) = mean(y_seg(2,1:end));Ve2(q) = Vref2-y_avg2(q); % error signal 2
DVe2(q) = Ve2(q)-Ve2(q-1);
IVe2(q) = IVe2(q-1)+ Ve2(q);
y_avgl(q) = mean(y_seg(1,1:end));Vel(q) = Vrefl-yavgl(q); % error signal 1
DVel (q) = Vel(q) -Vel(q-1);
IVel(q) = IVel(q-1)+ Vel(q);
dc(q) = Kp2*Ve2(q)+Ki2*IVe2(q)+Kd2*DVe2(q)+df2;
iref2_lr(q) = Vref2/R2;
if dc(q)> 1;
dc(q) = 1;
elseif dc(q) <0;
dc(q)=0;
end
% Limit inductor current to 2A
dc_max(q) = L*(2-x_seg(1,Ts/td))/(Vin-y_seg(2,Ts/td))/Ts;
if dc(q) > dcmax(q)
dc (q) = dc_max(q);
end
if (y_seg(1,Ts/td) >= (0.99*Vrefl)) % Inductor current limit
during startup
dc_max(q) = L*(Ilimit-x_seg(1 ,Ts/td))/(Vin-yseg(2,Ts/td))/Ts;
if dc(q) > dc_max(q)
if dc_max >= 0
dc(q) = dc_max(q);
else
end
dc(q) = 0;
end
currentLimited = 1;
dc_seg(1:round(Ts/td*(dc(q))) = 1;
dc_seg(round(Ts/td*(dc(q))+1) :Ts/td) = 0;
for n = 0:1:Ts/td-1
if n == 0
if dc_seg_last2 == 1
x_seg(1:3,n+1) = Phi2*x_seg(1:3,Ts/td) +
Tau2 Vin*dcseg_last2 + Tau_12*iseg(1:2,Ts/td);
y_seg(1:2,n+1) = C2*x_seg(1:3,n+1) + F2*i_seg(1:2,Ts/td);
else
if (xseg(1l,Ts/td) < (Idc2+0.0001)) && (yseg(2,Ts/td) >
(0.25*Vref2))
x_seg(1,n+l) = Idc2; % Keeps inductor current
elsE
end
constant tor PCCM
x_seg(2:3,n+1) = Phi3*x_seg(2:3,Ts/td) +
Tau3*Vin*dc seglast2 + Tau_13*iseg(1:2,Ts/td);
y_seg(1:2,n+l) = C3*x_seg(2:3,n+l) +
F3*i_seg(1:2,Ts/td);
x_seg(1:3,n+1) = Phi2*x_seg(1:3,Ts/td) +
Tau2*Vin*dc_seg_last2 + Tau_12*iseg(1 :2,Ts/td);
yseg(l:2,n+l) = C2*xseg(l:3,n+l) +F2*i_seg (1:2,Ts/td);
end
else
if dcseg(n) == 1
x_seg(1:3,n+l) = Phi2*x_seg(1:3,n) + Tau2*Vin*dc_seg(n) +
Tau_12*i_seg(1:2,n);
y_seg(1:2,n+l) = C2*x_seg(1:3,n+1) + F2*i_seg(1:2,n);
else
if (x_seg(1,n) < (Idc2+0.0001)) && (yseg(2,n) >
(0.25*Vref2))
els
x_seg(l,n+l) = Idc2; % Keeps inductor current
constant for PCCM
x_seg(2:3,n+1) = Phi3*x_seg(2:3,n) +
Tau3*Vin*dcseg(n) + Tau_13*iseg(1:2,n);
y_seg(l:2,n+l) = C3*xseg(2:3,n+l) + F3*i_seg(1:2,n);
x_seg(1:3,n+l) = Phi2*x_seg(1:3,n) +
Tau2*Vin*dc_seg(n) + Tau_12*i_seg(1:2,n);
end
y_seg(1:2,n+l) = C2*xseg(1:3,n+l) + F2*i_seg(1:2,n);
end
end
end
if (y_seg(2,n+1) > Vmin2 && y_seg(2,n+1) < Vmax2 &&
current_injected_Ilow2 == 0 && current_injectedhigh2 == 0)(y_seg(2,n+1) > Vminhigh2 && current_injectedhigh2 == 1)
s( eg(2,n+l) < Vmax_ low2 && current injected_ow2 == 1) I q <
i_seg(2,n+l) = 0;
current injected_ low2 = 0;
current ijnected_high2 = 0;
current_count2 = 1;
if (y_seg(1,n+1) > Vminl && y_seg(1,n+l) < Vmaxl &&
current_njected_lowl == 0 && currentinjectedhighl == 0) I
(y_seg(1,n+1) > Vminhighl && currentinjected_hi h1 == 1)(y_seg(1,n+1) < Vmax_ I owl && current inj ected_ owl == 1)(q < )
i_seg(1,n+l) = 0;
current injected lowl = 0;
currentinjected-highl = 0;
current_count1 = 1;
elseif (y_seg(1,n+1) < Vminhighl)
if (current_countl*td) < 10e-9 % injected current
ramps up for 10ns as long as
source stays on
i_seg(1,n+l) = current_countl*td*lmax/lOe-9;
else
i_seg(1,n+1) = Imax;
end
current injected_lowl = 0;
current_injected_highl = 1;
current_countl = current_count1 + 1;
else
if (current_countl*td) < 10e-9 % injected current
ramps down for 10ns as long
as source stays on
i_seg(1,n+l) = -1*current_countl*td*Imax/lOe-9;
else
end i_seg(1,n+l) = -1*lmax;
end
current injected_lowl = 1;
current_injected_highl = 0;
current_count1 = current_count1 + 1;
end
elseif (y_seg(2,n+l) < Vmin_high2)
if (current_count2*td) < 10e-9
i_seg(2,n+l) = current_count2*td* Imax/lOe-9;
else
end i_seg(2,n+l) = Imax;
end
current injected_low2 = 0;
currentinjected_high2 = 1;
currentcount2 = currentcount2 + 1;
if (y_seg(1,n+1) > Vminl && y_seg(1,n+l) < Vmaxl &&
currentinjected _lowl == 0 && current injectedhigh1 == 0) I
(yseg(1,n+l) > Vminhighl && currentinjected_high1 == 1)(y_seg(1,n+1) < Vmax_lowl && currentinjected_lowl == 1) II
(q < O)
i_seg(1,n+l) = 0;
current i njected_ I owl = 0;
current_ injected_highl = 0;
current_countl = 1;
elseif (y_seg(1,n+l) < Vmin_highl)
if (current_countl*td) < 10e-9
i _seg(1,n+1) = current_countl*td*Imax/10e-9;
else
i_seg(1,n+l) = Imax;
end
current injected lowl = 0;
current_injected_highl = 1;
current_count1 = current_count1 + 1;
else
if (current_countl*td) < 10e-9
i_seg(1,n+l) = -1*current_countl*td*Imax/10e-9;
else
i_seg(1,n+l) = -l*lmax;
end
current injected_lowl = 1;
current_injected_h ighl = 0;
current_count1 = current_count1 + 1;
end
else
if (current_count2*td) < 10e-9
i_seg(2,n+1) = -1*current_count2*td* Imax/lOe-9;
else
end i_seg(2,n+l) = -1*lmax;
currenti njected_low2 = 1;
currentinected-high2 = 0;
current_count2 = current_count2 + 1;
if (y_seg(1,n+1) > Vminl && y_seg(1,n+l) < Vmaxl &&
current injected I owl == 0 && current i njected highl == 0)(y_seg(1,n+l) > Vminhighl && current_injected_high1 == 1)
(yseg(1,n+l) < Vmax_lowl && current injected_lowl == 1) I
(q < 0)
i_seg(1,n+1) = 0;
current injected_l owl = 0;
current_injected_highl = 0;
current_count1 = 1;
elseif (y_seg(1,n+l) < Vminhighl)
if (current_countl*td) < 10e-9
i_seg(1,n+l) = current_countl*td*Imax/lOe-9;
else
iseg(1,n+1) = Imax;
end
current injected_lowl = 0;
current_i n ected_h i ghl = 1;
current count1 = currentcount1 + 1;
else
if (current_countl*td) < 10e-9
iseg(1,n+1) = -1*current_countl*td*Imax/lOe-9;
else
i_seg(1,n+1) = -1*Imax;
end
current injected_lowl = 1;
current inJected_high1 = 0;
current_counti = current_count1 + 1;
end
end
end
dc_seg_last2 = dc_seg(Ts/td);
i(1,round((q-1)*Ts/td)+l:round(q*Ts/td))=iseg(1,:);
end
end
i(2,round((q-1)*Ts/td)+1:round( *Ts/td))=i_seg(2,:);
x(1,round((q-1)*Ts/td)+1:round(q *Ts/td))=x_seg(1,:);
x(2,round((q-1)*Ts/td)+1 :round(q*Ts/td))=xseg(2,:);
x(3, round((q-1 )*Ts/td)+1 round(q*Ts/td)) =xseg(3,:);
y(1,round((q-1 ) *Ts/td)+1:round(q*Ts/td))=yseg(1,:);
y(2,round((q-1) *Ts/td)+1 round(q*Ts/td))=yseg(2,:);
selector = 1;
t_Iong = 1:(3*numcycle*Ts/td);
t_I r ong = Ts:Ts:3*tend;
refl = Vrefl*ones(l, length(t_Iong));
ref2 = Vref2*ones(1,length(t_long));
grid_ll1 = Vminl+zeros(1,length(t_Iong));
grid_12 = Vmin highl+zeros(1l,Iength(tlong));
grid_hi = Vmaxl+zeros(1,length(t_long));
grid_h2 = Vmax_Ilowl+zeros(, length(tlong));
grid_13 = Vmin2+zeros(1,length(tlong));
grid_14 = Vmin high2+zeros(1,length(t_long));
grid_h3 = Vmax2+zeros(1, length(t_long));
grid_h4 = Vmax_low2+zeros(1,length(t_long));
xscale = 0 : 0.2e-4 : tend*3;
yscale = -0.5 : 0.1 : 0.5;
figure
subplot(3,1,1),
subplot(3,1,2),
subplot(3,1,3),
plot(tlong,y(1,:), t_.ong,grid_11,'r', tIong,grid_12,':g',t_long,ri d_hl,':r', tlong,grid_h2,':g'), xlabel('Time'),
ylabel( Output Voltage 1'), grid
plot(tIong,y(2,:), tIong,grid 13,':r', t long,grid14,':g',
tlong,grid _h3,':r', t_.ong,grid_h4,':g'), xlabel('Time'),
ylabel ( Output Voltage 2'), grid
plot(tjong,x(1,:)), xlabel( Time'), ylabel('lnductor
Current'), grid
Appendix C
MATLAB code for single-output buck converter with parallel source current injection
% Circuit parameters
Vin = 3.6; % input voltage
L = le-6; % inductor
rL = 50e-3 ; % inductor parasitic resistance
Cf = 10e-6; % output capacitor
rCf = 50e-3; % output capacitor ESR
Vref = 1.8; % reference voltage
Iref = 0.500; % load current
R = Vref/lref; % output load resistor
Vmin = 0.99*Vref;
Vminhigh = 0.999*Vref;
Vmax = 1.01*Vref;
Vmax_low = 1.001*Vref;
Imax = 0.300;
% Current
% Current
voltage
% Current
% Current
voltage
% Maximum
injection lower voltage threshold
injection hysteretic lower turn-off
threshold
injection upper voltage thresholdinjection hysteretic upper turn-off
threshold
current injection level
numcycle = 200; % number of simulation cycles
fs = 3.2e6; % switching frequency
Ts = 1/fs; % sampling period
% Continuous time model
Al (1,1) = - (rL*R+rCf*R+rL*rCf)/(L*(rCf+R));
A1(1,2) = -R/(L*(R+rCf));
A1(2,1) = R/(Cf*(rCf+R));
A1(2,2) = -1/(Cf*(rCf+R));
B1 = [1/L ; 0];
C1 = [rCf*R/(rCf+R) R/(R+rCf)];
D1 = 0;
G1 = [-R*rCf/(L*(R+rCf)) ; R/(Cf*(R+rCf))];
F1 = R*rCf/(R+rCf);
A3 = -1/(Cf*(rCf+R));
B3 = 0;
C3 = R/(R+rCf);
D3 = 0;
G3 = R/(Cf* (R+rCf));
F3 = R*rCf/(R+rCf);
% Discrete time model
% Matrices used when inductor
current is positive
% Matrices used when inductor current is held to zero
(not allowed to go negative)
td = 0.le-9; % sampling time
Phil = expm(Al*td); % State transition matrix in discrete time
Taul = (expm(Al*td)-expm(Al*O))/Al*B1;
Tau_11 = (expm(A1*td)-expm(Al*O))/Al*G1;
Phi3 = expm(A3*td); % State transition matrix in discrete time
Tau3 = (expm(A3*td)-expm(A3*0))/A3*B3;
Tau_13 = (expm(A3*td)-expm(A3*0))/A3*G3;
Kp = 10;
Ki = 0.0001;
Kd = 3;
df = Vref/Vin;
% PID coefficients
tend = numcycle*Ts;
t = td:td:tend;
t_Ir = Ts:Ts:tend;
x = zeros(2,3*length(t));
y = zeros (1,3*Iength(t));
u = zeros(1,3*Iength(t));
iref = zeros(1,3*length(t));
% Time vector stepping by sample size
% Time vector stepping by cycle size
Ve = zeros(1,3*numcycle); % Error signal
DVe = zeros(1,3*numcycle); % Diff. error
IVe = zeros(1,3*numcycle); % Integral error
dc = zeros(1,3*numcycle);
iref_Ir = zeros(1,3*numcycle);
dc_org = zeros(1,3*numcycle);
tab = zeros(1,3*numcycle);
status = zeros(1,3*numcycle);
x0 = [0;0];
x_seg = zeros (2,Ts/td);
yseg = zeros(1,Ts/td);
dc_seg = zeros(1,Ts/td);
dcO = 0;
y(1) = C1*xO;
x(1:2,1) = Phil*xO + Taul*Vin*dcO;
dc_seg_last = 0;
current_count = 1;
current-injected = 0;
i = zeros(1,3*length(t));
i_seg = zeros(1,Ts/td);
% Keeps track of how long the current has been
injected, which determines how much is injected
% 1 or 0, keeping track of whether or not current
is being injected
% Injected current vector
for q = 2:1:3*numcycle
% Change load current from 500mA to 50mA
if q == numcycle+1;
Kp = 40; % Changing PID coefficients helps with transient
behavior
Ki = 0.0001;
Kd = 3;
Iref = 0.050; % load current
R = Vref/Iref; % output load resistor
% Continuous time model
Al(1,1) = -(rL*R+rCf*R+rL*rCf)/(L*(rCf+R));
A1(1,2) = -R/(L*(R+rCf));
A1(2,1) = R/(Cf*(rCf+R));
Al(2,2) = -1/(Cf*(rCf+R));
B1 = [1/L ; 0];
C1 = [rCf*R/(rCf+R) R/(R+rCf)];
D1 = 0;
G1 = [-R*rCf/(L*(R+rCf)) ; R/(Cf*(R+rCf))];
F1 = R*rCf/(R+rCf);
A3 = -1/(Cf*(rCf+R));
% Matrices used when
inductor current is
positive
% Matrices used when inductor current is held
to zero (not allowed to go negative)
B3 = 0;
C3 = R/(R+rCf);
D3 = 0;
G3 = R/(Cf*(R+rCf));
F3 = R*rCf/(R+rCf);
% Discrete time model
td = 0.le-9; % sampling time
Phil = expm(Al*td); % State transition matrix in discrete time
Taul = (expm(Al*td)-expm(Al*O))/Al*Bl;
Tau_11 = (expm(Al*td)-expm(Al*O))/Al*G1;
Phi3 = expm(A3*td); % State transition matrix in discrete time
Tau3 = (expm(A3*td)-expm(A3*O))/A3*B3;
Tau_13 = (expm(A3*td)-expm(A3*O))/A3*G3;
% Change load current from 50mA to 500mA
if q == 2*numcycle+l;
Kp = 10; % Changing PID coefficients back to original values
KI = 0.0001;
Kd = 3;
Iref = 0.500; % load current
R = Vref/lref; % output load resistor
% Continuous time model
Al(1,1) = -(rL*R+rCf*R+rL*rCf)/(L*(rCf+R));
A1(1,2) = -R/(L*(R+rCf));
Al(2,1) = R/(Cf*(rCf+R));
A1(2,2) = -1/(Cf*(rCf+R));
B1 = [1/L ; 0];
% Matrices used when
inductor current is
positive
end
Cl = [rCf*R/(rCf+R) R/(R+rCf)];
D1 = 0;
G1 = [-R*rCf/(L*(R+rCf)) ; R/(Cf*(R+rCf))];
F1 = R*rCf/(R+rCf);
A3 = -1/(Cf*(rCf+R)); % Matrices used when inductor current is held
to zero (not allowed to go negative)
B3 = 0;
C3 = R/(R+rCf);
D3 = 0;
G3 = R/(Cf*(R+rCf));
F3 = R*rCf/(R+rCf);
% Discrete time model
td = O.le-9; % sampling time
Phil = expm(Al*td); % State transition matrix in discrete time
Taul = (expm(Al*td)-expm(Al*0))/Al*B1;
Tau_11 = (expm(Al*td)-expm(Al*O))/Al*G1;
Phi3 = expm(A3*td); % State transition matrix in discrete time
Tau3 = (expm(A3*td)-expm(A3*O))/A3*B3;
Tau_ 3 = (expm(A3*td)-expm(A3*O))/A3*G3;
yavg(q) = mean(yseg);
Ve(q) = Vref-y_avg(q);
DVe(q) = Ve(q)-Ve(q-1);
IVe(q) = IVe(q-1)+ Ve(q);
% Error signal
% Diff. error
% Integral error
dc(q) = Kp*Ve(q)+Ki*IVe(q)+Kd*DVe(q)+df; % Duty cycle
if dc(q)> 1;
dc(q) = 1;
elseif dc(q) <0;
dc(q)=0;
end
% Limit inductor current to 1A
dc_max(q) = L*(l-x_seg(1,Ts/td))/(Vin-y_seg(Ts/td))/Ts;
if dc(q) > dc_max(q)
dc(q) = dc_max(q);
end
dc_seg(1l:round(Ts/td*(dc(q)))) = 1;
dc_seg(round(Ts/td*(dc(q))+l):Ts/td) = 0;
for n = 0:l:Ts/td-1
if n == 0 % For first step of each cycle, must use values from
last step of last cycle
if dc_seg(Ts/td) == 1
x_seg(l:2,n+l) = Phil*x_seg(1 :2,Ts/td) +
Taul*Vin*dc_seg(Ts/td) + Tau Il*iseg(Ts/td);
y_seg(n+l) = C1*x_seg(1:2,n+1) + Fl*i_seg(Ts/td);
else
end
% Prevents inductor current from going negative
if (xseg(1,Ts/td) < 0.0001) && (y_seg(Ts/td) > (0.25*Vref))
xseg(1,n+l) = 0;
xseg(2,n+l) = Phi3*xseg(2,Ts/td) +
Tau3*Vin*dc_seg(Ts/td) + Tau_13*i seg(Ts/td);
y_seg(n+l) = C3*x_seg(2,n+l) + F3*i_seg(Ts/td);
else
end
x_seg(1:2,n+l) = Phil*xseg(1:2,Ts/td) +
Taul"Vi n*dcseg(Ts/td) + Tau 1* seg(Ts/td);
y_seg(n+l) = C1*x_seg(1:2,n+1) + Fl*I_ seg(Ts/td);
end
if dc_seg(n) == 1
x_seg(1:2,n+1) = Phil*x_seg(1:2,n) + Taul*Vin*dc_seg(n) +
Tau_ll*i_seg(n);
y_seg(n+l) = C1*x_seg(1:2,n+1) + F1*i_seg(n);
else
% Prevents inductor current from going negative
if (x_seg(1,n) < 0.0001) && (y_seg(n) > (0.25*Vref))
x_seg(1,n+l) = 0;
xseg(2,n+l) = Phi3*x_seg(2,n) + Tau3*Vin*dc_seg(n)
Tau _3*i-seg(n);
y_seg(n+l) = C3*x_seg(2,n+l) + F3*i_seg(n);
else
x_seg(1:2,n+l) = Phil*x_seg(1:2,n) + Taul*Vin*dc_seg(n) +
Tau Il*iseg(n);
y_seg(n+l) = C1*xseg(1:2,n+l) + Fl*i_seg(n);
end
if (yseg(n+1) > Vmin && yseg(n+l) < Vmax && currentinjected == 0)
I (yseg(n+l) > Vmin_high && y_seg(n+1) < Vmax_low) II (q < 200)
i_seg(n+l) = 0; % No current injected
current_count = 1;
current_injected = 0;
elseif (y_segCn+l) < Vmin_high)
if (current_count*td) < 'le-9 % Positive current injected
% Injected current ramping up
i_seg(n+l) = current_count*td*lmax/10e-9;
(top parallel source is on)
else
% Injected current constant at maximum value
iseg(n+l) = Imax;
end
current_count = current_count + 1;
currentinjected = 1;
else
if (current_count*td) < 10e-9 % Negative current injected
(bottom parallel source is
on)
% Injected current ramping up
I_seg(n+l) = -1*currentcount*td*Imax/l0e-9;
else
i_seg(n+l) = -1*lmax;
end
currentcount = current_count + 1;
current_injected = 1;
end
end
dc_seg_last = dcseg(n+l);
i(round((q-1)*Ts/td)+1 :round(q*Ts/td))=iseg;
% Injected current constant at
maximum value
else
end
end
-~--
x(1,round((q-1) *Ts/td)+1 :round(q*Ts/td))=xseg(1,:);
x(2,round((q-1)*Ts/td)+1 :round (q*Ts/td))=x_seg(2,:);
y(round((q-1)*Ts/td)+1 :round(q*s/td))=yseg;
iref(round((q-1)*Ts/td)+1l:round(q*Ts/td))=Vref/R;
end
t_long = td:td:3*tend; % For plotting in terms of time
tIr long = Ts:Ts:3*tend;
grid_11 = Vmin*ones(1,length(t_long)); % Current injection thresholds
grid_12 = Vmin high*ones(l,Iength(t_ long));
grid-h1 = Vmax*ones(l, length(t_long));
grid_h2 = VmaxIow*ones(l,Iength(tlong));
xscale = 0 : 0.2e-4 : tend*3; % Different scales for looking at entire
plot, just the 1st transient, or just the
2nd transient
xscalel = 6.1e-5 : le-6 : 6.45e-5;
xscale2 = 1.23e-4 : le-6 : 1.295e-4;
yscale = -0.5 : 0.1 : 0.5;
yscalel = 1.76 : 0.001 : 1.84;
yscale2 = -0.4 : 0.1 : 0.4;
figure
subplot(3,1,1),I plot(tIong,, tlong,grid- I1,':r', tIong,grid_l2, ' g'
upoton,,,ri,, po ':r', tIong,grid h2,':g' ), xlabel('Time'),
ylabel(TOutput Voltage'), title(['lmax =', num2str(Imax)]),
grid
set(gca, 'XTick',xscale)
%axis([6.le-5 6.45e-5 1.76 1.84]), set(gca,'XTick',xscalel),
set(gca, 'YTick',yscalel)
%axis([1.23e-4 1.295e-4 1.76 1.84]), set(gca,'XTick',xscale2),
set(gca, 'YTick',yscalel)
%axis([O tend*3 0 2])
subplot(3,1,2),plot(tlong,i), xlabel('Time'), ylabel('lnjected Current'),
grid
set(gca, 'XTick',xscale)
%axis([6.le-5 6.45e-5 -0.4 0.4]), set(gca,'XTick',xscalel),
set(gca,'YTick',yscale2)
%axis([1.23e-4 1.295e-4 -0.4 0.4]), set(gca,'XTick',xscale2),
set(gca, 'YTick',yscale2)
%axis([O tend*3 -0.5 0.5]), set(gca,'YTick',yscale)
subplot(3,1,3),plot(t_lr_long,dc), xlabel('Time'), ylabel('Control Input
(Duty Cycle)'J1, grid
axis([O tend*3 0 1])
figure
subplot(3,1,1), plot(tlong,x(1,:)), xlabel('Time'), ylabel('Inductor
Current'), grid
set(gca,'XTick',xscale)
subplot(3,1,2), plot(tlIong,x(2,:)), xlabel('Time'), ylabel('Capacitor
Voltage'), grid
subplot(3,1,3), plot(tlong,iref), xlabel('Time'), ylabel('Set Load
Current'), grid
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